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Where are you based?
 
Imola, Emilia Romagna, Italy.
 
What is your job in the wine industry?
 
I work as a sommelier and purchasing manager for a two Michelin
star restaurant, San Domenico.
 
What is your perception of the wine business during the Covid-
19 emergency?
 
The perception is that the world is facing a crisis, all sectors are and
will be more vulnerable after this pandemic. Remembering that wine is
not placed among the basic necessities, obviously, the wine business
will suffer an important impact.
The hotel / restaurant industry is completely blocked, as a result there
is no entry or exit from the cellars.
Alcohol consumption in general has grown by 180% during this
quarantine, however, confirmation will be required from next
month.
 
How do you think this emergency is it going to change the world of
wine?
 
Besides having created an unprecedented health crisis, Covid-19 has
impoverished an already somewhat compromised economic system.
People will be more afraid of spending their savings, they will obviously
give up on something and, unfortunately, in my opinion, wine is one of
them.
I believe that the range of wines most at risk to suffer this
incursion will be the medium / high ones. Low-end wines such as
very high-end wines have a more than consolidated market
position. An example that comes to mind at this moment is, the
"typical Friday night customer", does not have a great wine
knowledge but goes to the restaurant for dinner every Friday and
orders a good bottle of wine like every Friday ... are we sure that  
after the emergency the same customer will order the same
bottle so easily?!? ... I don't think so!
 
 
 



What do you think could be done to overcome them?
 
For example,  e-commerce might be a solution.  I believe it is
one of the platforms of the present and even more of the
future as regards retail wine sales.
The various wholesalers and the wineries themselves will
have to have a free shipping price as low as possible so that
the restaurant owner does not have to store too much and
immobilize too much money.
All wine sales staff must be more specialized and act as a filter
between producer and consumer.
 
What are your activities on social media?
 
I'm not very active on social media, but I like every now and
then to share some nice moments especially related to wine
with my virtual friends.
 
How is the promotion of wine going to change?
 
There is still a lot of work to be done on the promotion of
Italian wines. Unlike other countries that are light years ahead
of us in marketing, perhaps with this emergency we will finally
realize the great potential that our wines have.
 
How do you see your role in the business changing right now?
 
 I believe that even more in this difficult moment there is a
need for more professionals who can better advise the end
consumer.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What has already changed in your job?
 
Just think of "direct contact" with customers. The simple handshake for example. That little reassurance that put the customer at
ease when he walked through the door of our restaurants. It will no longer exist or at least be conditioned.
 
What do you think are the main challenges for the wine business in this moment?
 
Try to anticipate future market needs, continue to work quality at competitive prices, satisfy the needs of the consumer and
distributors, seek qualified personnel by investing in training.
 
 

*In the "VOICES" section of The HUMANS of Wine Project, we decided to keep the original version of the text that we receive in order
to respect the value of their words.

Do you think the consumption of local wine is going to increase compared to imported wines?
 
Absolutely, yes.
There are several fundamental factors that in my opinion will facilitate the consumption of local wine. More solidarity and
understanding on the part of the consumer to safeguard our local craftsman. Greater awareness of the excellent quality / price
ratio of Italian wines like few other markets in the world. Increase in the prices of imported wines. Low budget of catering
companies for investments in imported fine wines.
 
What wines are you choosing at the moment?
 
Easy and "fast wines", immediate and not for aging. Wines that can bring an economic return to the company in the shortest
possible time.
 
What wines would you recommend drinking during the lockdown?
 
I feel like recommending wines from the boot. Local wines produced with respect for the environment, perhaps of denominations
that we drink very often or that we do not know at all. It will serve as a gener culture
 
 
 


